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Abstract
We present the graph-based molecule softwareMolassembler for building organic and in-
organic molecules. Molassembler provides algorithms for the construction of molecules
built from any set of elements from the periodic table. In particular, poly-nuclear transi-
tion metal complexes and clusters can be considered. Structural information is encoded as
a graph. Stereocenter configurations are interpretable from Cartesian coordinates into an
abstract index of permutation for an extensible set of polyhedral shapes. Substituents are
distinguished through a ranking algorithm. Graph and stereocenter representations are
freely modifiable and chiral state is propagated where possible through incurred ranking
changes. Conformers are generated with full stereoisomer control by four spatial dimension
Distance Geometry with a refinement error function including dihedral terms. Molecules
are comparable by an extended graph isomorphism and their representation is canonical-
izeable. Molassembler is written in C++ and provides Python bindings.
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1 Introduction
Software encoding of molecules has become indispensable to many research fields.
Significant effort has been invested into the formal description of organic molecules,
owing to their importance as small-molecule drugs amenable to a characterization by
chemical concepts. A trove of open-source cheminformatics programs exists serving
various needs[1 , 2 ]. Many of these computer programs have some support for inor-
ganic molecules, for which reliable and simple chemical principles are more difficult
to define owing to an increased electronic structure. For example, take fragment-
based [3 ] and evolutionary [4 ] organometallic compound design applications, whose
primary conformer generation is facilitated by Marvin [5 ] and Chemistry Develop-
ment Kit [6 ], respectively.
The set of software whose primary focus is an encoding of organometallic and inor-
ganic molecules is small, but steadily expanding. The high-level complex generator
molSimplify [7 ] is based on three-dimensional manipulation of preoptimized molec-
ular fragments. AARON [8 ] automates the generation of configurations and con-
formations of organometallic molecules in transition-metal catalytic explorations.
HostDesigner [9 ] selects ligands to complement metal ion guests. DENOPTIM [10 ]
is a fragment-based transition metal compound design tool.
For our efforts toward the automated exploration of chemical reaction networks
based on first-principles heuristics [11–13 ], we require structure-identification and
-construction algorithms that are applicable to molecules composed of any element
from the periodic table (in particular, to inorganic compounds) in order not to re-
strict explorations to irrelevant parts of chemical reaction space if certain reactants
cannot be represented. No existing cheminformatics implementation provides the
capabilities required for truly general mechanism exploration algorithms that iden-
tify nodes in a reaction network as chemical species described by a graph. To be
more specific, the requirements for this purpose are: (i) The algorithm must be
able to interpret a local minimum on the Born-Oppenheimer potential energy hy-
persurface as a chemical graph and capture the stereochemical configuration. (ii)
The molecular model must encompass multidentate and haptic ligands. (iii) It must
be possible to change the connectivity of atoms and enumerate all stereoisomers
without restriction. (iv) Molecules must be comparable. (v) It must be possible to
generate new conformers of molecules. This set of features does not exist in any
software supporting inorganic molecules, because bonding patterns and stereochem-
istry in inorganic molecules present significant challenges for cheminformatics tools
due to their immense variability.
This variability affects how atom-centered chirality manifests. Compared to organic
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chemistry, the most complicated chiral unit will no longer be the tetrahedron with
at most two distinct spatial arrangements (i.e., R or S) if its substituents are all
deemed different by a ranking algorithm. Instead, the local shape can have as
many as twelve vertices and most vertex counts accommodate multiple shapes. For
instance, five sites can arrange into idealized shapes of a trigonal bipyramid, a
square pyramid or a pentagon. The number of distinct spatial arrangements for the
maximally asymmetric substitution situation scales approximately as the factorial
of the number of sites. Note also that individual shape vertices are not necessarily
occupied by single atoms, but possibly by multiple atoms in a haptic configuration.
The degree to which these ostensibly slight structural changes complicate the design
of algorithms necessarily depends on the specific aims of the molecule construction
software. Let us consider some of the consequences of the proposed aims individu-
ally: In order to interpret a local minimum of the potential energy hypersurface as
a chemical graph and capture the stereochemical configuration, the software must
base its atom-connectivity representation on a graph and find a data representation
of stereocenters that is general, and in particular, suitable for inorganic molecules.
Returning to atom-centered chirality, this implies that for an arbitrary local shape,
the software must enumerate rotationally non-superimposable arrangements of vari-
able numbers of different substituents. This enumeration must consider the effects
of site interconnectivity for multidentate ligands and abstract away the additional
complication of haptic binding. The algorithm must decide which substituents are
chemically different with a ranking algorithm that encompasses stereodescriptors of
inorganic stereocenters.
Local shapes and especially non-superimposable arrangements within those shapes
must be reliably identifiable from Cartesian coordinates. An imposed rigid model of
chiral arrangements might also consider interconverting molecular dynamics such as
nitrogen inversion to avoid overstating chiral character. Given a molecule’s connec-
tivity, deciding on the local shape at each non-terminal atom involves more complex
electronic structures. For a reasonable degree of accuracy, it will in general be in-
sufficient to base this decision on simple concepts such as Gillespie’s valence shell
electron pair repulsion. If the molecular graph and the stereocenter representations
are to be freely modifiable and if they are identified through relative substituent
ranking, stereodescriptors must be propagated through the ranking changes that
arbitrary edits can incur. For editing continuity, stereocenters should not gener-
ally lose their state upon addition or removal of a site while transitioning between
different molecular structures (shapes).
Moreover, the comparison of molecules will require the implementation of a graph
isomorphism and optionally a graph canonicalization algorithm to accelerate re-
peated comparisons. Generation of conformations of arbitrary graphs requires a
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spatial model that can encompass multidentate and haptic ligands and a methodol-
ogy that reliably generates specific stereocenter configurations in Cartesian coordi-
nates.
Note that model-free molecule comparison algorithms such as G-RMSD [14 ], and
continuous representations of molecules [15 ] are certainly also viable approaches
to some of the challenges we seek to solve. However, we do not consider direct
comparisons of Cartesian coordinates through measures such as root mean square
deviations an option here, because increasing deviations may be expected for in-
creasing molecule sizes of structures that actually resemble the same compound.
In this work, we present a new molecular construction software, Molassembler,
that seeks to encompass organometallic and inorganic bonding patterns in a more
complex graph-based model. Comparably few of these sub-problems of our non-
exhaustive list require entirely new solutions. Many can be solved by implementing
existing algorithms or through careful extension of existing partial solutions, as
we will discuss in the following. For instance, we will show that through partial
abstraction of the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC)
organic ranking sequence rules [16 ], a configurational index of permutation can
serve as a comparative stereodescriptor in a ranking algorithm. Moreover, through
extension, the original algorithm can serve to differentiate not merely direct graph
substituents, but binding sites. By contrast, the canonicalization of stereodescriptors
and their propagation into new structures (shapes) or through ranking changes will
require new solutions.
2 Molecule model
Molassembler applies a molecule model split into an undirected graph and a list
of data structures named stereopermutators. Vertices of the graph represent atoms,
each storing an element type. Edges of the graph represent bonds, storing an ideal-
ized bond order (i.e., an integer number that may be extracted from a real-valued
bond order obtained from a quantum mechanical analysis of the electronic wave
function). Idealized bond types comprise bond orders from single to sextuple and
a algorithm-internal special bond called ’eta’ indicating connectivity to an atom
forming part of a haptic binding site following the η-notation [17 ] for such bonding
situations. The molecular graph must form a single connected component. Acciden-
tal graph disconnects upon atom or bond removal are prevented by permitting only
the removal of non-bridge bonds or non-articulation vertices (removal of articulation
vertices would enlarge the number of connected components). Intentional molecule
splitting along bridge bonds is possible through specialized functions.
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Stereopermutators manage relative spatial orientations of groups of bonded atoms.
They reduce the set of relative spatial orientations to an abstract permutational
space. Special relative spatial orientations are reduced to an index of permutation.
Collectively, stereopermutators capture a molecule’s configurational space. Stereop-
ermutators are not named stereocenters because they also manage non-stereogenic
cases. Molassembler comprises two types of stereopermutators: Atom-centered
stereopermutators capture configurational differences between different orientations
of the direct graph adjacents of a central atom. Bond-centered stereopermutators
capture configurational differences arising due to rotational barriers along bonds.
H
C
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Figure 1: Illustration of spatial structure and molecule graph. Left: A typical Lewis
structure encoding also stereoinformation. Right: The connectivity of this molecule
represented as a graph.
Consider the example given in Figure 1. The graph of the Lewis structure captures
its connectivity, but not its spatial shape or chiral character. In addition to the
graph, this requires two atom-centered stereopermutators. One is placed at the
methyl group’s carbon atom, indicating a tetrahedral local shape and an abstract
binding situation AAAB (three ranking-identical hydrogen atoms and one different
group), for which case there are no multiple non-superimposable arrangements. That
stereopermutator is therefore not stereogenic. The other stereopermutator is placed
at the carbon atom central in the Lewis structure. It also has a tetrahedral local
shape, but ranking-wise all its substituents are different in an ABCD abstract binding
situation. In that shape, there are two non-superimposable spatial permutations of
its substituents. The Lewis structure represents the S variation of this stereocenter,
and the stereopermutator represents it as an index of permutation that parallels the
IUPAC stereodescriptor.
Our molecular representation model is capable of transferring molecular structures at
local minima on the Born-Oppenheimer potential energy surface given in Cartesian
coordinates to an abstract permutational space in which configurational variations
can be enumerated easily and transformed back into Cartesian coordinates via con-
former generation close to local minima on the potential energy surface. However,
the model is not well suited for capturing structural elements of other regions of the
potential energy surface.
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Molassembler places no structural limitations on the graph aside from constrain-
ing it to remain a single connected component. As a consequence, it is possible to
generate graphs for which Molassembler cannot generate a spatial model allowing
the graph to be embedded into three dimensions, such as the set of complete graphs
(i.e., those in which all vertices are connected with all other vertices) with more than
four vertices. Deciding graph embeddability in three dimensions is NP-hard [18 ],
and no attempt is made to guarantee that a supplied graph is embeddable during
its construction.
In the following sections, we discuss the individual domains of responsibility for
atom- and bond-centered stereopermutators, the implemented ranking algorithm,
manipulation of molecules and conformer generation.
3 Local shapes and stereopermutations
Atom-centered stereopermutators manage the spatial orientation of the graph sub-
stituents of a non-terminal atom by abstracting into a permutational space in which
each permutation constitutes a mutually non-superimposable spatial orientation. If
multiple permutations are geometrically feasible, the respective atom is a stereocen-
ter.
The local spatial arrangement of an atom’s substituents is classified into a set of
idealized polyhedral shapes. Molassembler currently comprises thirty different
shapes ranging from two to twelve vertices. The choice of shapes aims to reflect
common geometric patterns while avoiding too fine distinctions. All chosen shapes
are spherical, i.e. within their coordinate frames, all vertices of the encoded shapes
have the same distance from the origin. The first class of chosen shapes is of re-
duced dimensionality and contains the following shapes: Line, bent line, equilateral
triangle, T-shape, regular square, pentagon, and hexagon [19 ]. Next, four of the
five Platonic solids are included: tetrahedron, octahedron, cube, and icosahedron.
Then, some other polyhedra composed of regular faces: Uniform triangular prism,
square antiprism, and cuboctahedron. Several Johnson solids are included with-
out modification as they are by construction spherical: Square pyramid, pentagonal
pyramid, trigonal bipyramid, and pentagonal bipyramid. Furthermore, the hexag-
onal and heptagonal bipyramids are also included. Several non-spherical Johnson
solid shapes have been spherized by projection onto a sphere and subsequent min-
imization on the Thomson potential [20 ] to a local minimum that retains the orig-
inal point group symmetry: Capped square antiprism, trigonal dodecahedron, and
capped trigonal prism. The shapes of the global minima for nine, ten and eleven
particles on the Thomson potential are also included: Tricapped trigonal prism,
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bicapped square antiprism and edge-contracted icosahedron. Lastly, some derived
shapes are also present: Capped octahedron, a tetrahedron with one vertex vacant
and both apical- and equatorial-monovacant variations of the trigonal bipyramid.
The spatial arrangement of a non-terminal atom’s immediate substituents can be
classified as one of these shapes, as demonstrated in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Left: An example of a molecule with classified shapes shown for three
of its non-terminal atoms: An equilateral triangle at the bottom, an octahedron
in the center, and a tetrahedron at the right edge (all highlighted by red circles).
Right: Simplified Lewis structure of the left compound. Images of molecules in
Cartesian coordinates were generated with PyMOL [21 ], simplified Lewis structures
with MarvinSketch [22 ]. Atom coloring: Hydrogen in white, carbon in gray, oxygen
in red, iron in orange, sulfur in yellow, and nitrogen in blue.
A binding site is a contiguous set of vertices adjacent to a central atom. If a site
comprises more than a single atom, the binding site is haptic and the bonds of
its edges (collected and idealized, for instance, from bond orders evaluated from
an electronic wave function) to the central atom vertex are relabeled as eta bonds.
Spatially, a binding site’s vertex-set centroid is modeled to co-locate with a vertex
of the local shape as shown in Figure 3. Haptically binding atoms are free to rotate
around the axis defined by the local shape’s central atom and the binding site’s
vertex-set centroid.
Binding sites are ranked by an algorithm described in Section 7. Ranking is necessary
to decide which binding sites are chemically different. Permuting chemically identical
groups does not create a new non-superimposable configuration, which must be
considered in the enumeration of stereopermutations. Links between binding sites,
and by proxy multidentate ligands, are identified with cycle perception from the
external software library RingDecomposerLib [23 ].
From an idealized shape, a set of binding sites, their ranking, and their links, Mo-
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Figure 3: Left: An example of a molecule with a haptic binding site. The central
iron atom has two binding sites consisting of single nitrogen atoms. The carbon
atoms of the benzene molecule above the iron atom form a third binding site, as
they are a contiguous group of atoms bonded to the central iron atom. The centroid
of the haptic binding site is shown as a semi-opaque pseudoatom in the center of
the carbocycle. The shape of the substituents of the central iron atom has three
vertices, one for the centroid of each binding site, and is classified as an equilateral
triangle. Right: Simplified Lewis structure of the left compound. Atom coloring:
Hydrogen in white, carbon in gray, nitrogen in blue, and iron in orange.
lassembler enumerates a set of abstract non-superimposable permutations follow-
ing a method reported in the literature [24 ]. In preparation, the ranked sites and
their links are transformed into an abstract case such as AA(B-C) that merely re-
flects whether sites are different from one another and their connectivity. This is
done by transforming the nested list of ranked sites into a flat list where each site is
represented by an incrementing character. Within the considered shape, all permu-
tations of vertex occupations are generated and the rotationally non-superimposable
permutations are collected. These are the stereopermutations of the abstract case
within the considered shape.
Generating a mapping from sites to shape vertices for a particular stereopermutation
will be nontrivial if links (paths between site constituting atoms not including the
central atom) exist and there are multiple sites with equal ranking. In any situation,
it is possible to represent the ranked sites and their links as a colored graph: Vertices
are sites and links are edges between sites. Similarly, a stereopermutation can be
represented as a graph: Vertices are shape vertices and edges are their links. Any
isomorphism mapping between the two graphs is a valid mapping from sites to shape
vertices.
Within stereopermutation enumeration, three-dimensional feasibility of links be-
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tween binding sites in each permutation is not considered. For instance, a biden-
tate oxalate ligand cannot coordinate in a trans-arrangement within an octahedron
shape, but must be cis-coordinated: stereopermutations in which its sites are trans-
arranged are not viable in three dimensions. Such stereopermutations arise in the
abstract permutational scheme, and must be removed to avoid false classification
of an atom as a stereocenter and unexpected failures in conformer generation. We
consider it undesirable to exclude trans-ligating arrangements on principle for spe-
cific shapes and prefer to make general geometric arguments on a case-to-case basis.
Unfeasible stereopermutations are avoided by probing whether a cyclic polygon can
be modeled for each links’ cycle without non-binding atoms of the bridge entering
a bonding distance to the central atom. This geometric algorithm is depicted in
Figure 4. The cyclic polygon was chosen because it maximizes the area of the poly-
gon and by proxy the distance of its vertices from the original center. This scheme
will identify individual cycles that, when modeled in a particular stereopermutation,
would contradict the graph, but miss instances where multiple individually feasible
cycles are impossible to realize jointly. For instance, in an octahedral shape with
three bidentate ligands with bridges of sufficient length to achieve trans-ligation
individually, this scheme will not remove the stereopermutation in which all are
ligated in a trans-arrangement. If the bridges are too short for each to distort
sufficiently to accommodate the others, conformer generation will fail. It may be
possible to discover a lack of viability by modeling all bridges in a joint distance
bounds matrix and applying triangle and tetrangle inequality smoothing, but this
has not yet turned out to be fruitful. For haptic ligands, an additional feasibility cri-
terion is applied: Molassembler estimates the conical space the site occupies and
removes stereopermutations in which the conical spaces of multiple haptic binding
sites overlap.
A stereopermutator with multiple feasible stereopermutations may be left unspeci-
fied: Although a set of feasible stereopermutations might exist, stereopermutators
can be set as none of them. In other terms, their assigned stereopermutation is nul-
lable. When unspecified, stereopermutators represent all of their possible stereop-
ermutations. For example, a conformational ensemble generated from a compound
with a single asymmetric, tetrahedral, and unspecified stereopermutator represents
a racemic mixture of both configurations.
In summary, Molassembler executes the following steps to identify stereopermu-
tations from coordinates: First, it ranks the central atom’s graph adjacents and
groups the substituents into sites. Second, it combines substituent ranking and
binding site groups into a site ranking. Third, it classifies the local shape (see next
section). Fourth, Molassembler enumerates abstract permutations and removes
permutations deemed unfeasible. Finally, it identifies the stereopermutation present
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Figure 4: Geometric construction for determining the viability of an arbitrary biden-
tate cycle. The spatial distances between atoms are modeled on the basis of their
element type and mutual bond orders. The idealized angle between immediate adja-
cents of the central atom M is known in the given stereopermutation. The resulting
distance between atoms A and B is the closing edge to the polygon defined by
the cycle path between A and B excluding the central atom (labeled i through
m). This uniquely determines the cyclic polygon. From these quantities, the upper
bound on the distances di between members of the cycle and the central atom can
be calculated. If, for any of the cycle members, the upper bound on the distance to
the central atom is lower than a modeled distance in case they were bonded, then
the stereopermutation will be considered unfeasible since any spatial realization will
contradict the graph.
by finding the realized stereopermutation within the set of permutations deemed
feasible.
4 Shape information from Cartesian coordinates
To extract which particular stereopermutation is present at a non-terminal atom in
a molecular structure, local shapes must first be classified starting from Cartesian
coordinates. This is achieved by calculating the continuous shape measures [25 ] of
all shapes with a number of vertices matching the number of binding sites and choos-
ing the shape for which the continuous shape measure is minimal. The calculation
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of continuous shape measures is principally of factorial complexity since the point-
pairwise mapping minimizing the measure is unknown. A faithful implementation
of the suggested algorithm is prohibitively expensive for shapes with many vertices,
particularly because the shape centroid must also be considered. The problem is
not without exploitable structure, however: Although a faithful implementation
prescribes minimizing both relative orientation and scaling over all point pairings,
minimization over scaling can be relegated to after the minimal pairing regarding
relative orientation is found, hence reducing the complexity of evaluating a single
pairing. If the shape features rotational symmetries, these can be exploited to avoid
redundant pairings. This divides the theoretical complexity by the shape’s number
of superimposable rotations. A larger reduction in complexity is reached by the
application of the following heuristic: The spatial rotation is considered converged
with only a reduced, fixed number of point pairings. After performing a rotational
minimization of square distances by a quaternion fit with limited pairings, the cost
of adding individual pairings to the current set is calculated for all remaining pairs
and the minimal variation is chosen without recalculating the spatial rotation with
intermediate choices. This heuristic can fail if multiple points lie within a small
spherical area, implying the rotation matrix is not converged by few point pairs.
This failure mode is both detectable and unlikely to occur in molecular structures.
The resulting complexity in terms of quaternion fits scales as O(N !/(N−D)!) where
N is the number of vertices of the shape including the centroid and D is the number
of point pairings for which the rotation is considered converged. Molassembler
applies D = 5 and pre-sets the centroid point pair known from stereopermutator
shape fitting. We made further algorithmic attempts at finding the minimal pair-
ing permutation at reduced cost with simulated annealing, stochastic tunneling [26 ],
thermodynamic simulated annealing [27 ], fixed-cost greedy, and locally optimal min-
imizations with reshuffling, all without bearing fruit against the heuristic described
above with respect to correctness and speed.
Initially, shapes were recognized through minimizing the sum of absolute angular
deviations between binding site centroids of the coordinates from the idealized ge-
ometry. Although it is difficult to objectively evaluate the agreement between shape
classification algorithms and human perception, it can be plainly stated that shape
classification through angular deviations alone quickly breaks subjective tests. Ge-
ometry indices as defined for limited sets of shapes with four [28 , 29 ] and five [30 ]
vertices can improve angular deviation classification, but are limited in applicabil-
ity: Molassembler contains more shapes with four vertices than the geometry
index can classify. For example, the trigonal pyramid, here denoting an axially
monovacant trigonal bipyramid, not a monovacant tetrahedron, is not considered in
the value range definition of the geometry index τ4. Hence, the geometry index is
only applied to exclude that shape for which its value indicates the largest distance.
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Overall, both the pure angular deviation and its hybrid with geometry indices are
fast and effective, but do not match visual intuition for strongly distorted structures.
Another shape classification algorithm that we considered was the continuous sym-
metry measure [31 ], which measures the degree to which a set of points has a par-
ticular point group symmetry. Unfortunately, this is untenable as a matching point
group symmetry does not demonstrate similarity to a particular polyhedral shape.
If, for instance, a viable shape in classification were the equatorially monovacant
trigonal bipyramid (also known as disphenoid or seesaw) of C2v point group symme-
try, a collinear arrangement of all points would minimize the continuous symmetry
measure. Another thought experiment demonstrates a further weakness: Imagine
one wants to classify a shape of four vertices, and the set of possible shapes includes
the square and the equatorially monovacant trigonal bipyramid, which have D4h and
C2v point group symmetries, respectively. The C2v point group is a subgroup of the
D4h point group. A regular square has continuous symmetry measures S(D4h) = 0
and S(C2v) = 0, highlighting the ambiguity of polyhedral shape matching to point
group symmetry.
In the context of continuous shape measures, the concept of minimum distortion
paths were introduced between distinct shapes [32 ]. Another, in hindsight fruitless,
shape classification algorithm studied was based on calculating the distance of the
shape to be classified from the paths separating all pairs of viable shapes. That
pair for which the distance from the path was minimal was chosen and then the
smaller shape measure of that shape pair was the classified shape. However, this is
a poor shape classification algorithm, indicated by a strong disconnect between its
classification choices and visual intuition beginning at slight distortions.
In an attempt to quantify and visualize the behavior of experimental shape classifi-
cation algorithms, we compared their results on a uniform random distortion scale.
In this attempt, the base shape to be re-identified was distorted by addition of fixed-
length distortions of uniform random direction to each vertex including the centroid
and the resulting point cloud reclassified as a shape. For a sense of scale of distortion
vector norms relative to the shape size, recall that Molassembler encompasses
only spherical shapes whose vertices are at unit distance from the coordinate ori-
gin, where the centroid is placed. From a reductionistic perspective disregarding
the distinct relationships between particular shapes, an algorithm that reclassifies
shapes correctly for larger distortion vector norms could be considered better. We
shall argue with this metric by distinguishing algorithms with restricted or extensive
distortion tolerance.
A comparison of shape classification algorithms at the example of the tetrahedron is
visualized in Figure 5 (cf. also the subsequent two figures discussed below). For each
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algorithm, the idealized shape in a unit sphere is uniformly distorted one-hundred
times by applying vectors of uniform random direction at each vertex point. Then,
the one-hundred distorted point clouds are reclassified as shapes. This is repeated
for increasing distortion vector norms.
In Figure 5, the pure angular deviation algorithm shows extensive distortion toler-
ance, but the continuous symmetry measure based algorithm misclassifies an undis-
torted tetrahedron into the C3v symmetry of the trigonal pyramid and classifies all
distorted tetrahedra as closer to C2v or C3v point groups than the Td point group.
The continuous shape measure has a much reduced distortion tolerance, but classifies
structures into more diverse shapes at large distortions than the angular deviation
algorithm. The minimum distortion path deviation continuous shape measure algo-
rithm has even further reduced distortion tolerance than the pure continuous shape
measure algorithm and over-represents the trigonal pyramid at the expense of the
seesaw, which is classified only once. In this example, the discussed shortcomings of
algorithms based on the continuous symmetry measure or minimum distortion path
deviation continuous shape measure become clear.
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Figure 5: Shape classifications of four algorithms with varying distortion vector
norms applied to all vertices of a regular tetrahedron. From left to right, top to
bottom: Minimal sum of angular deviation square, minimal continuous symmetry
measure, minimal continuous shape measure, and continuous shape measure (CShM)
minimum distortion path deviation algorithms. ’Frequencies’ denotes the occurrence
of a shape in the set of one-hundred distorted structures generated.
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We now compare some shape classification algorithms at the example of multiple
shapes. For all shapes with four vertices encompassed in Molassembler, shape
classification with angular distortion and its hybrid with geometry indices are com-
pared by the aforementioned metric in Figure 6. It is noticeable that the trigonal
pyramid (more specifically an axially monovacant trigonal bipyramid), despite being
a rare occurrence when compared to the tetrahedron or the square, is overrepre-
sented compared to a random shape distribution. The addition of geometry indices
as an exclusion criterion exacerbates this, presumably because the trigonal pyramid
is never excluded by geometry index, whereas all other shapes are. Generally, both
variations of the angular distortion algorithm have good distortion tolerance. Merely
the square shape dissipates quickly in the hybrid algorithm. Note that this is not
necessarily bad as we have introduced distortion tolerance as a measure that does
not consider the relationships between shapes, but solely as a means to compare
algorithms.
Lastly, consider the continuous shape measure based algorithm and a biased vari-
ation in Figure 7. For all shapes except the tetrahedron, the unbiased algorithm
exhibits good distortion tolerance characteristics, and the set of classified shapes at
large distortions is consistently diverse when compared to the angular distortion al-
gorithm. The seesaw and trigonal pyramid shapes, which are equatorially or axially
monovacant trigonal bipyramids, are comparatively rare structures relative to the
tetrahedron or square. The biased variation reweights continuous shape measures
of seesaw and trigonal bipyramids to reduce their classification probability. As a
result, the algorithm exhibits extensive distortion tolerance for the tetrahedron and
square shapes and reduced distortion tolerance for the seesaw and trigonal pyra-
mid shapes. This biased algorithm is the shape classification algorithm chosen for
Molassembler.
Returning to the identification of a stereopermutation from Cartesian coordinates:
By calculating the continuous shape measure in order to classify the shape, one also
obtains a minimal square distance pairwise mapping between shape vertices and
binding site centroids. This allows for direct mapping into the realized stereoper-
mutation, which can then be sought in a generated set of feasible stereopermutations.
5 Atom-centered stereopermutators
Instead of IUPAC stereodescriptors such as R and S for the two stereopermutations
of an asymmetric tetrahedron, Molassembler exposes two indices of permutation
that serve as transferable and comparable stereodescriptors under different con-
ditions. The first is the index of permutation within the abstract permutational
14
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Figure 6: Shapes identified by sum of angular deviation squares algorithm (left col-
umn) and its hybrid algorithm with geometry indices (right column) for four-vertex
shapes with varying distortion vector norms applied to all vertices. Classification
of the base undistorted shape is not shown as both algorithms correctly identify it.
’Frequencies’ denotes the occurrence of a shape in the set of one-hundred distorted
structures generated.
space disregarding feasibility. This integer stereodescriptor is transferable among
equivalent abstract inputs: If the number of different binding sites (as determined
by ranking), their linking, and the local shape match between cases, the index of
permutation will be comparable. The second is the index of an abstract stereoper-
mutation within an ordered list of stereopermutations deemed feasible, which will be
comparable only if all previous conditions hold and all linking cycles are composed
of matching element types and bond orders. Note that the value range of the second
stereodescriptor can change upon changes to the algorithm determining feasibility.
The idealization of orientations into local shapes enables the enumeration of stere-
opermutations in an abstract space. However, two issues arise: Most importantly,
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Figure 7: Shapes identified by the continuous shape measure algorithm (left column)
and a biased variant algorithm (right column) for four-vertex shapes with varying
distortion vector norms applied to all vertices. Classification of the base undistorted
shape is not shown as both algorithms correctly identify it. ’Frequencies’ denotes
the occurrence of a shape in the set of one-hundred distorted structures generated.
distorted geometries present challenges for shape classification and conformer gen-
eration. It can be difficult to recognize the correct shape in strongly distorted
structures. Special care must be taken not to misinterpret distortions owing to,
e.g., small cycles in terms of a false shape, and tolerances on internal coordinates
must be expanded in spatial modeling if distortions are necessary to form a con-
formation. This problem is discussed further in Section 9. Second, as the list of
local shapes is bounded, the particular local shape one might require to adequately
describe a molecular configuration may not be in the available set. However, the
list of available shapes is designed to be extensible with little effort to alleviate such
problems.
The applied model of spatial orientations around a central atom cannot intrinsi-
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cally distinguish in which combinations of atoms and shapes stereopermutations
can interconvert with low energy barriers (consider, for example, inversion at a ni-
trogen atom). In essence, the current model treats molecular configuration as rigid,
a situation considered to be realized classically at zero Kelvin. Though optional,
a thawing protocol is invoked by default in which a stereopermutator managing a
nitrogen atom in a monovacant tetrahedral local shape with three different bind-
ing sites will be a stereocenter only if it is a member of a cycle of size three or
four [33 ]. Without this protocol, any monovacant tetrahedral nitrogen atom with
three different binding sites is a stereocenter. If none of the ligands are linked in a
trigonal or pentagonal bipyramid, axial and equatorial ligands interchange at room
temperature through Berry pseudorotation [34 ] and the Bartell mechanism [35 ], re-
spectively. Molassembler will therefore ’thermalize’ stereopermutations in such
shapes in the thawing approximation if none of the binding sites are linked, reducing
such shapes’ chiral character.
In spite of an abstract model of orientation, molecules are modifiable in close analogy
to three-dimensional editing. If an atom and its immediate surroundings constitute a
stereocenter and its stereopermutation is known, then under specific circumstances,
adding or removing a binding site will not cause loss of information. In two situa-
tions, chiral state loss is the correct result. First, if the resulting set of binding sites
post-edit cannot constitute a stereocenter in the target shape. Second, binding site
addition can be ambiguous; from a square shape to a square pyramid shape, the new
apical position can be either above or below the plane of existing shape vertices. By
default, the algorithm opts to discard chiral state on ambiguous transitions or on
significant total angular or chiral deviations of shape vertices. Alternatively, one can
choose to retain chiral state if the transition is unique, or to let Molassembler
choose at random from the best transitions. The set of best transitions between
shapes of adjacent sizes is partially computed at compile-time with certain compil-
ers in order to avoid runtime costs. Transitions are calculated instead of hard-coded
to keep the list of local shapes easily extendable.
Atom-centered stereopermutator propagation encompasses substituent count changes,
site count changes, ranking order changes, and shape changes, any combination of
which may occur simultaneously. To limit implementation complexity, propagation
is limited to shape size, site, and substituent count changes of at most one. Un-
der these circumstances, a mapping between sites can be generated on the basis of
constituting substituent set similarity quantified by an edit distance metric in anal-
ogy to string edit distance metrics like Levenshtein distance [36 ]. If the shape is
changed, a mapping of shape vertices between shapes is chosen in accordance with
propagation settings. Propagation then proceeds in four steps: First, site indices are
placed at the old shape vertices with the stereopermutator’s set stereopermutation.
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Second, if a shape vertex mapping exists, the old site indices will be transferred
into the new shape. Third, old site indices are mapped to new site indices with
the site index mapping. From the new site indices placed at the shape vertices of
the new shape, a stereopermutation is generated that can then be sought in the
set of new stereopermutations. If the stereopermutation cannot be propagated and
the stereopermutator in its new shape and ranking is a stereocenter, it will be left
undetermined. The propagation practiced here has distinct parallels to the trans-
formations in reaction rules of Andersen et al.[37 ], particular with respect to shape
vertex propagation.
6 Bond-centered stereopermutators
In contrast to atom-centered stereopermutators that capture non-superimposable
orientations of the immediate graph adjacents of a single atom, bond-centered
stereopermutators capture non-superimposable relative orientations of a bond’s sub-
stituents that arise due to hindered rotation around the bond axis; consider, e.g.,
substituents bonded to the atoms of a non-rotatable double bond (see Figure 8),
where for each atom there exists also an atom-centered stereopermutator character-
izing the local shape. Bond-centered stereopermutators are generalized to arbitrary
combinations of shapes instead of being specialized toward the common combina-
tions among and between equilateral triangles and bent shapes that constitute most
rotational barriers along double bonds.
A
B
A
B
H
H3C
H
CH3
Figure 8: Left: Lewis structure of (E)-but-2-ene. Right: Abstract classification of the
double-bond motif of (E)-but-2-ene into two triangle shapes and the substituents’
ranking cases. Light gray circles denote shape vertex loci.
Stereodescriptors derived from a procedure enumerating all possible rotational ori-
entations must be comparable and transferable among equivalent situations. Con-
sequently, inputs to the stereopermutation enumeration algorithm are standardized
and abstracted. Each side of the bond is reduced to its local shape, which is the
fused shape vertex within that shape (i.e., the vertex that is part of the bond), and
the ranking characters of all non-fused vertices, as shown in Fig. 8.
The stereopermutators at each end of the bond carry the information required for the
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abstraction: The ranking of their binding sites permits the abstraction to ranking
characters, and the specified stereopermutation places ranking characters at shape
vertices.
There exist degrees of freedom in the data representation of the input to the stere-
opermutation enumeration algorithm. Any shape vertex may be fused into a bond.
Additionally, shape vertex enumeration is arbitrary. These degrees of freedom can
be removed by rotating the fused vertex to the algebraically smallest shape vertex
of its set of rotationally interconvertible vertices. For example, the octahedron has a
single set of interconvertible vertices, but the square pyramid has two: The equato-
rial set of four vertices, and the singleton set containing the apical vertex. Removing
representational degrees of freedom ensures the stereopermutation enumeration al-
gorithm generates transferable stereodescriptors.
The enumeration scheme proceeds to identify the set of closest off-axis shape vertices
that will be most relevant to rotational energy barriers. If, at either side of the bond,
this shape vertex set’s ranking characters are all equivalent, then rotation around the
bond is isotropic. Next, dihedral orientations are generated by sequentially aligning
off-axis shape vertices across both sets. Alignment of off-axis shape vertices need not
be ecliptic, but can also be staggered, enabling bond-centered stereopermutators to
also enumerate hypothesized rotational minimum-energy structures in e.g. alkanes.
This scheme will omit the trans-alignment in a combination of two bent shapes,
however, so it is explicitly added. Furthermore, the emergent ordering of stere-
opermutations does not yield stereodescriptors paralleling the relative order of the
IUPAC stereodescriptors E/Z as defined in the sequence rules. To ease the imple-
mentation of a ranking algorithm, the stereopermutation sequence is modified to
match the relative order of IUPAC stereodescriptors.
Bond-centered stereopermutators can be placed at any bond where both constituting
atoms are managed by a stereopermutator whose stereopermutation is specified. Un-
specified atom-centered stereopermutators cannot form the basis of a bond-centered
stereopermutator because their mapping from binding sites to shape vertices is
unknown. Constituting shapes are not limited to the common cases constituting
multiple-order bonds in organic chemistry. The rotational energy structure of wild
combinations of shapes with many vertices is likely to be more complex than Mo-
lassembler would suggest, however.
Analogously to atom-centered stereopermutators, bond-centered stereopermutations
may not be viable in small rings. For instance, altering the orientation of the double
bond in cyclopentene to an E orientation yields an unembeddable graph, and this
bond should therefore not be considered for bond-centered stereopermutation. Un-
feasible bond-centered stereopermutations can be identified in analogy to unfeasible
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links in atom-centered stereopermutators,
In atom-centered stereopermutator feasibility, one segment of the cyclic polygon
is the segment c that replaces the 1–3 distance modeled explicitly by two atomic
distances and one angle in Figure 4. In bond-centered stereopermutator feasibility,
this segment is the replacement of the 1–4 distance, which is explicitly modeled
via three atomic distances, two angles, and one dihedral angle. Another difference
is that the cyclic polygon expansion plane must be modeled in three dimensions
(see Supporting Information). In a sequence of four atoms at a dihedral angle of
zero, the cyclic polygon expands within the same plane as the dihedral-constituting
atoms to maximize atomic distances from cycle atoms to dihedral-angle-constituting
atoms. At dihedral angle pi, the expansion plane maximizing cycle-atom distances
to the dihedral-angle base atoms lies perpendicular to that of the dihedral-angle-
constituting atoms, as shown in Figure 9.
A
B
C
D
A
D
Figure 9: Left: A dihedral sequence ABCD composed of segments of unit length
and joined at 2pi
3
angles with dihedral angle zero. The plane in which the cyclic
polygon expands coincides with the plane composed of the points BCD as this
offers points on the cycle the maximal distance to the base vertices BC. Right: The
same dihedral sequence at dihedral angle pi. The cyclic polygon now expands in a
plane perpendicular to that of BCD.
Local modeling of bond-centered stereopermutator feasibility by cyclic polygons has
a necessarily limited purview. Consider a graph cycle of arbitrary length containing
two bond-centered stereopermutators each composed of two atom-centered stere-
opermutators of equilateral triangle shape. Each bond-centered stereopermutator
permits a cis and trans arrangement of the cycle continuation. At small cycle sizes,
individual feasibility modeling detects that only a cis arrangement is possible and
argue that neither bond-centered stereopermutator is stereogenic. At large cycle
sizes, both arrangements are deemed feasible. It is conceivable that a cycle size
exists in which only one bond-centered stereopermutator can be cis at a time for
the graph to be embeddable. Individual bond-centered stereopermutator feasibility
modeling will not capture this.
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In carbocycles of size seven and below, bond stereopermutators are not stereogenic,
yet they do serve to enforce planarity of their substituents in conformers. During
molecule construction, if a cycle is detected as approximately flat, bond-centered
stereopermutators are placed at all edges of the cycle, enforcing coplanarity of all
cycle edges.
As chiral state propagation of bond-centered stereopermutators on alterations of
underlying atom-centered stereopermutators apart from ranking changes has not
been implemented, alterations of atom-centered stereopermutators forming a bond-
centered stereopermutator cause the bond-centered stereopermutator to be dropped.
7 Ranking algorithm
Ranking is based on the IUPAC sequence rules for organic molecules [16 ]. The rules
for organic molecules form a starting point for the differentiation of ligands that is
generalizeable to Molassembler’s model of stereocenters. Without the ambition
to generate canonical IUPAC names for molecules of either organic or inorganic
character, there is no need to implement further rules and relative preferences were
laid out for inorganic molecules in Ref. [38 ]. Differences to organic-molecule rank-
ing arise mainly from generalization of the sequence rules from organic stereode-
scriptors to the library model and from partial omissions of sequence rules due to
missing implementations. The stereodescriptors R and S arising from maximally
asymmetric tetrahedral centers directly correspond to indices of permutation arising
from the atom-centered permutational scheme. The stereodescriptors Z/seqCis and
E/seqTrans similarly correspond to indices of permutation arising from the bond-
centered stereopermutation scheme. Note that helical chirality stereodescriptors M
and P are currently not detected by Molassembler.
The following changes and omissions were made with respect to the IUPAC sequence
rules: First, no algorithm to enumerate mesomeric Kekule´ structures is currently
implemented, so the relevant part of sequence rule 1a in Ref. [16 ] is discarded.
This omission is planned to be fixed in a future version of our software. Second,
no distinction will be made between asymmetric and pseudoasymmetric stereogenic
units, affecting sequence rules 4a and 4c. Third, Molassembler considers stere-
opermutators alike for sequence rule 4b if the number of stereopermutations and
the index of permutation match. This is merely an abstraction of the sequence rule
that covers all explicit cases laid out in the sequence rule definition. Lastly, the
relative priority of stereodescriptors R before S and Z before E defined in sequence
rule 5 is abstracted to algebraic ordering of the index of permutation. Inherently,
since the vertex enumeration of shapes is arbitrary, the relative order of indices of
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permutation is also arbitrary. We can therefore choose the vertex enumeration at
the tetrahedron and monovacant tetrahedron so that the integer ordering parallels
the order of the corresponding R and S stereodescriptors.
The generation of indices of permutation at bond-centered stereopermutators is
similarly altered to parallel the IUPAC stereodescriptors E/seqCis and Z/seqTrans.
Indices of permutation for shapes with more vertices than the tetrahedron can dis-
tinctly depend on the abstract binding case. For instance, indices of permutation
for a trigonal bipyramid of abstract binding case ABCDE are not comparable to in-
dices of permutation for the abstract binding case AABCD. Furthermore, they are
not comparable across different shapes. Consequently, relative ordering of stereode-
scriptors in sequence rule 5 is established by sequential comparison of the shape
(algebraic ordering of its index in the list of all shapes), lexicographic comparison of
the abstract binding case, and finally comparison of the index of permutation. The
relative ordering established remains arbitrary, but the sequence rule distinguishes
more cases that may occur in inorganic compounds without affecting the relative
priority of the organic stereodescriptors.
A ranking algorithm based upon these modified IUPAC sequence rules can establish
chemical differences between individual atom substituents, but not between binding
sites. For a ranking at the level of binding sites, Molassembler applies two
sequence rules. First, sites consisting of more atoms precede sites consisting of
fewer atoms. Second, sites are ordered lexicographically by their constituting atoms’
ranking positions set. The ranking positions set is ordered descending by value.
Ranking implementation correctness was tested against relevant IUPAC examples [16 ]
and a validation suite from a proposed revision of the sequence rules [39 ]. Not sur-
prisingly, owing to the implementation of only a limited set of sequence rules and
some omissions from their definitions (as discussed above), Molassembler did not
pass all tests from this validation suite. However, additional differences arose due
to different interpretations of the sequence rules. The consequence of an incorrect
ranking can be twofold. By falsely differentiating substituents, duplicate stereop-
ermutations can arise that are superimposable. By falsely equating substituents,
stereopermutations can be missed. These issues point to future work on the imple-
mentation, which will lift limitations imposed upon sequence rules so that sequence
rule interpretation can be brought into full agreement with that of the validation
set.
Currently, the generalization of the sequence rules to Molassembler’s molecule
model resulted in a ranking algorithm that can be applied in myriad combinations.
Stereodescriptors of multidentate and haptic ligands in arbitrary polyhedral shapes
and stereodescriptors of any multiple bond-order combination of polyhedral shapes
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at any fused vertices are accounted for. Despite its incompleteness, the ranking
algorithm as implemented is correct for a vast majority of typical cases.
8 Molecule representation, equivalence, and ma-
nipulation
A set of atom (nuclear) Cartesian coordinates is in principle free of any information
about the presence of bonds between atoms. Molassembler allows the transla-
tion of molecules given as a set of nuclear coordinates into a graphs. This proceeds
by identification of bonds by atom-pair spatial distance or discretization of a bond
order matrix, subsequent connected component identification, and finally classifica-
tion of local shapes and identification of stereopermutations of a specific molecule.
Crucial for the correct molecule interpretation is that bonds are identified correctly.
Discretizing bond orders can yield different results depending on the method ap-
plied to calculate them. Naturally, the whole procedure will depend on the specific
approaches chosen, while at the same time no one can be considered clearly superior
over another one.
Small manipulations of molecules, as trivial as they may seem, impose a significant
amount of nontrivial work. Stereodescriptors are propagated at binding site addi-
tions and removals to the target shape as discussed above. Since stereodescriptors
are chosen based on substituent ranking, which may have been altered by the edit,
it is necessary to re-rank all binding sites of non-terminal atoms. For an example
see Figure 10. Should a binding site ranking change by the edit, assigned stereoper-
mutations are propagated to the new ranking. Consequently, to ensure continuity,
molecule edits scale at least linearly in the number of atoms.
In large-scale manipulations of molecules such as connecting multiple molecules we
may avoid increasing complexity by delaying chiral state propagations due to ranking
changes until all graph modifications are finished. Hence, specialized functions for
large-scale manipulations such as connects, disconnects, substitutions, and chelating
ligand additions are made available in our software.
Equivalence between two molecules is based on a colored graph isomorphism algo-
rithm with modular vertex coloring so that molecules can be compared for varying
definitions of molecular equality. The information that can be exloited to color
vertices are element types, bond orders, local shapes, and stereopermutations. To
expedite molecular-graph comparisons in large sets, it is helpful to standardize all
involved graphs. If both graphs in a comparison are in canonical form, it is no longer
necessary to search for an index permutation matching vertices across the graphs;
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Figure 10: Left: This example shows a molecule with two substituents at the central
carbon atom that are constitutionally isomeric and carry the same stereodescrip-
tor, yielding an identical ranking. The central carbon atom is not stereogenic. If
a molecule edit changes the stereopermutation of one of these substituents, akin
to swapping the hydrogen and fluor atom as indicated, the stereodescriptor flips.
Right: The desired result of the molecular manipulation. Although the change is lo-
cal to the right arm of the molecule, it incurs a differentiation between the two arms
at the central carbon atom, which is stereogenic and unspecified after re-ranking.
instead, it is possible to base comparisons on an identity vertex mapping. Such
canonicalization is modular, as is the colored graph isomorphism. If two molecular
graphs have been brought into standardized form with the same level of information
as the comparison is tasked with, equivalence comparison of molecule instances is a
direct identity mapping comparison instead of a colored graph isomorphism.
Molecule
Stereopermutators
Bond orders
Atom-centered
Shape
Ranked sites
Stereopermutations
Index of perm.
Graph
Element types
Bonds
Bond-centered
2 adj. atom stereop.
Stereopermutations
Index of perm.
Figure 11: Simplified data flow in construction of a molecule representation from
various primitive data types. Solid paths represent the default flow of data, dashed
paths represent optional data flow. For instance, by default, the local shape of
non-terminal atoms is inferred from the graph in the construction of atom-centered
stereopermutators. Optionally and preferably, if positions are available, local shapes
can be classified from atom (nuclear) positions.
The components of the molecule model and some of their dependencies are illus-
trated in Figure 11. Cartesian coordinates (of atom, and hence, nuclear positions)
and bond orders are optional primitive data types in the construction of a molecule.
Minimally, a molecule representation consists of a graph storing element types and
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bonds. Atom-centered stereopermutators are constructed at non-terminal atoms of
the graph from a ranking of its substituents and a local shape either inferred from
the graph or classified from coordinates. These parts are combined into the set of
stereopermutations. Two adjacent atom-centered stereopermutators can form the
foundation of a bond-centered stereopermutator, which determines its stereopermu-
tations from the information embedded in both atom-centered stereopermutators.
The indices of permutation of both atom-centered and bond-centered stereopermu-
tators can be inferred from positions.
Worth mentioning are a number of further features available: (i) Molecule instances
are serializeable into plain-text JavaScript Object Notation and its binary encodings
for database or file storage. (ii) It is possible to assert whether molecules are enan-
tiomers of one another. (iii) McGregor’s maximum common subgraph algorithm [40 ]
with custom vertex comparators enables subgraph matching. (iv) Molassembler
also contains an openSMILES [41 ] compliant SMILES parser notably implementing
stereoconfiguration for square, trigonal bipyramid and octahedron shapes in addition
to the tetrahedron.
9 Conformer generation
Conformer generation in Molassembler is achieved through Distance Geome-
try [42 ]. In the context of molecular conformer generation, Distance Geometry
enables the transformation from an atom-pairwise distance bounds matrix to atom
coordinates. The distance bounds matrix is filled with lower and upper bounds on
atom distances by spatial modeling.
Before spatial modeling can occur, all stereopermutators of a molecule must have at
least one feasible stereopermutation and may not be unspecified. For each generated
conformer, unspecified stereopermutators are iteratively set by choosing a random
unspecified stereopermutator and setting its stereopermutation at random until no
unspecified stereopermutators remain. For atom-centered stereopermutators, each
stereopermutation is weighted by relative statistical occurrence.
In spatial modeling of molecules, distance bounds, chiral bounds and dihedral bounds
are collected. Immediate graph adjacents’ distance bounds are populated from es-
timations of atom distances for the given bond order. The distance bounds of 1–3
bonded atoms are populated from the immediate bond bounds and bounds on their
joint angle as modeled by the intermediate atom-centered stereopermutator. The
distance bounds of 1–4 bonded atoms are populated from their immediate bond
bounds, the intermediate angle bounds as modeled by atom-centered stereopermu-
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tators, and dihedral bounds from the path median bond-centered stereopermutator,
if present. If no path median bond-centered stereopermutator is present, default
full definition range dihedral bounds will be assumed instead. Chiral bounds are
collected from atom-centered stereopermutators, each emitting a varying number of
chiral bounds depending on the complexity of the modeled local shape. Dihedral
bounds are populated from bond-centered stereopermutators.
For example, a butane molecule will have atom-centered stereopermutators placed
at each carbon atom indicating the local shape of a tetrahedron. No chiral or
dihedral bounds are generated for refinement as there is no chirality to enforce and
all dihedral-angle rotations are free. However, atom-centered stereopermutators of
but-2-ene at the double bond indicate the local shape of an equilateral triangle. The
single bond-centered stereopermutator placed at the double bond indicates whether
a Z- or E-ethene substructure is modeled. The distance bounds among the atoms
adjacent to the double bond are affected by the selected bond stereopermutation.
Dihedral bounds are collected for each pair across the sides of the bond, yielding
nine dihedral bounds.
Spatial modeling modifies the collected bounds to encompass distorted structures.
Angle bounds of local shapes are expanded if they are a member of a cycle with
fewer than six members. Angles between substituents of spirocenters with small
cycles are explicitly modeled. It is possible to specify fixed positions for atoms,
albeit with the condition that none, one or all of its binding sites’ atom positions
must be fixed as well.
The distance matrix is generated by triangle inequality bounds smoothing the dis-
tance bounds matrix and iteratively choosing pairwise distances between the result-
ing bounds. To avoid O(N5) complexity for full metrization, the triangle inequality
smoothing problem is transferred to a shortest-path graph problem [43 ]. The sim-
plified GOR1 algorithm [44 ] solves the shortest-path graph problem with negative
edge weights. Molassembler implements three metrization [45 ] variants: Full
metrization, 10% metrization, and four-atom metrization.
Error functions for coordinate refinement post-embedding typically contain two
types of terms: Distance errors mediating particle pair distances, and chiral errors
mediating four-particle relative orientation by a signed tetrahedron volume, similar
to an improper dihedral.
In refinement, distance bound violation error terms can prevent the tetrahedron
volume spanned by a chiral constraint from inverting. The more chiral constraints
occur, the more problematic this becomes, in particular if chiral constraints have
overlapping particle domains. The larger a local shape, the more chiral constraints
are emitted to ensure capture of its chirality, exacerbating the problem. To ensure
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proper inversion of incorrectly embedded chiral constraints, we adopted multiple-
stage four spatial coordinates refinement: Distance errors are applied on four spatial
coordinates while chiral errors are applied on three. In the first stage of refinement,
the structure is free to expand into the fourth spatial dimension to minimize chiral
errors. When all chiral constraints have the correct sign, an additional potential
is applied on the fourth spatial dimension to compress structures back into three
dimensional space.
The refinement error function in our implementation features two further changes:
Bond-centered stereopermutators emit dihedral bounds and hence the refinement
error function contains dihedral error terms. In contrast to enforcing zero-dihedral
angle orientations of four particles with chiral constraints of zero volume, dihedral
error terms offer more flexibility in the specificity of refined structures. Additionally,
for haptic ligands, in which the centroids of the set of vertices forming the binding
site occupy a shape vertex, chiral and dihedral errors are calculated with centroids
of particle sets instead of with positions of individual particles.
The refinement error function depends on a set of N particles with positions ~ri.
The symmetric matrices L and U contain the lower and upper distance bounds.
Each chiral constraint of the set C consists of four particle sets Sα, Sβ, Sγ, Sδ, and
a lower and an upper signed volume bound LV and UV , respectively. Each dihedral
constraint of the set D consists of four particle sets, a lower and an upper signed
dihedral bound Lφ and Uφ, respectively.
The signed tetrahedron volume of a chiral constraint is calculated from the centroids
of its constituting particle sets ~sj as:
~sj =
1
|Sj|
|Sj |∑
i=1
~rSj,i (1)
Vαβγδ =
1
6
(~sα − ~sδ)T · [(~sβ − ~sδ)× (~sγ − ~sδ)] . (2)
The distance error dij, the chiral error Cαβγδ, and the dihedral error Dαβγδ are
defined as:
dij = max
2
(
0,
(~rj − ~ri)2
U2ij
− 1
)
+ max2
(
0,
2L2ij
L2ij + (~rj − ~ri)2
− 1
)
(3)
Cαβγδ = max
2 (0, Vαβγδ − UV ) + max2 (0, LV − Vαβγδ) (4)
Dαβγδ = max
2
0,
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣φαβγδ +

2pi φ <
Uφ+Lφ−2pi
2
0
−2pi φ > Uφ+Lφ+2pi
2
− Uφ + Lφ2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣−
Uφ − Lφ
2

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(5)
where max2 denotes the operation ’square the largest element out of the two given
in parenthesis’. The total error function then reads
errf ({~ri}) =
N∑
i<j
dij +
∑
(Sα,Sβ ,Sγ ,Sδ,UV ,LV )∈C
Cαβγδ +
∑
(Sα,Sβ ,Sγ ,Sδ,Uφ,Lφ)∈D
Dαβγδ (6)
(note the doubled letter ’r’ introduced in the abbreviation of the function to dis-
tinguish it from the standard error function). The error function errf is minimized
with analytical gradients by L-BFGS [46 ] in three stages: First, without application
of a potential on the fourth spatial dimension and dihedral errors, the tetrahedra
modeled by chiral errors are allowed to invert. Second, a potential is applied to
the fourth dimension and components along the fourth spatial dimension are elimi-
nated. Lastly, dihedral errors are enabled. Conformer generation can then trivially
be parallelized.
Directed conformer generation has been implemented by placing bond stereoper-
mutators enumerating staggered arrangements at bonds whose rotations are non-
isotropic. Molassembler implements a trie data structure to track and ease gener-
ation of rotational combinations among the set of staggered bond stereopermutators.
These combinations can then be passed to a special conformer generation function.
Until feasibility criteria for combinations of dihedral arrangements in cycles are de-
vised and implemented, bonds in cycles of any size are excluded from consideration
in directed conformer generation, however.
10 Shortcomings
As mentioned before, the general model of stereopermutators treats molecular con-
figuration as frozen with the exceptions of (i) nitrogen atom inversion, (ii) the Berry
pseudorotation, and (iii) the Bartell mechanism, for all of which the thawing of
stereopermutations has been implemented as an option. Most likely, these are not
the only cases in which stereopermutations can easily interconvert. In all unhandled
cases, Molassembler may overstate chiral character.
Feasibility determination of stereopermutations involving haptic binding sites based
on conical-space overlap avoidance is limited by the algorithm estimating the re-
quired conical space. This algorithm currently estimates the required conical space
for biatomic or cyclic topologies; apart from this, no feasibility checks are made.
The potential consequences are overstatements of chiral character and failures to
generate conformations.
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Our effort to ensure that modeled conformers are close to local minima of the po-
tential energy hypersurface is still rather limited and improved structure prediction
can be envisioned for future improvement of our software. In the present version,
atom pair distances in discrete bond orders are simply estimated by Universal Force
Field [47 ] parameters. Systematic distortions of common local shapes such as those
due to Jahn-Teller distortion [48 ] in an octahedron have not been addressed. It is
therefore inadvisable to directly analyze generated conformational ensembles with-
out subjecting the generated structures to suitable structure optimization or molec-
ular mechanics methods.
Molassembler does not pass the validation test set proposed by Hanson et.
al. [39 ]. The library ranking algorithm predates their work, which laid bare the
possibility of alternate interpretations of the existing sequence rules. The valida-
tion set also includes test cases for a proposed additional sequence rule which is
not implemented in Molassembler. In future work, the library ranking algorithm
will be brought into closer alignment with their proposed changes. A ranking algo-
rithm capable of exact differentiation is of paramount importance as stereogenicity
of atom centers may be misrepresented. Furthermore, no axial or helical chirality is
yet identified by out implementation and certain molecular features may be missed.
11 Demonstration example
Molassembler has already been employed in the context of automated explo-
ration of chemical reaction networks [49 ], in which it served as molecular graph
interpreter, equivalence oracle, and conformer generator. Therefore, we here focus
on a demonstration of two of its core features:
We shall consider an example where feasibility checks are important: An octahe-
dral center with three short-bridge bidentate ligands. For the abstract binding case
(A-A)3, there are four stereopermutations, as shown in Figure 12. In the particular
case of [Fe(µ2-Oxalate)3]
3+, the feasibility algorithm rules out all stereopermuta-
tions in which an oxalate is trans-arranged due to its short bridges. Molassembler
reports that the stereopermutator has four stereopermutations but only two of these
are feasible.
Next, we demonstrate that the abstraction Molassembler introduces regarding
binding sites is effective for haptic ligands. In Figure 13, an example molecule is
shown with a relatively complex case for shape classification, ranking, and stereop-
ermutation – all at once. The assumption that the centroid of a set of contiguous
binding atoms is placed at a vertex of an underlying shape is well-applicable here,
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Figure 12: The four abstract stereopermutations of the binding case (A-A)3 in an
octahedron, from left to right: The Λ and ∆ isomers, in which all bidentate ligands
are cis-arranged, a stereopermutation in which a single ligand is trans-arranged, and
lastly a stereopermutation in which all ligands are trans-arranged.
reducing the five-atom copper atom to a three-site equilateral triangle. Ranking
correctly deduces that its haptic ligands are identical in an (A-A)B abstract binding
case. Similarly, the twelve-atom titanium atom is reduced to a four-site tetrahedron
with a (A-A)(B-B) binding case. Stereopermutation concludes that neither center
is stereogenic.
12 Conclusions
The molecular model applied in Molassembler is capable of accurately repre-
senting many inorganic molecular complexes. The data representation of stereoiso-
merism generalizes to complex shapes and ligands, permitting an abstract high-
level approach to molecular structure. Transferable stereodescriptors are devised
for any combination of shape and abstract binding case, including haptic and mul-
tidentate ligands. Molecule instances are interpretable from Cartesian coordinates,
constructible from various cheminformatics formats, editable, canonicalizeable, se-
rializeable, and comparable. Both stochastic and directed conformer generation are
implemented. Despite the few shortcomings in its first version, Molassembler is
already a feature-rich, general-purpose program that enables programs to expand
into parts of organometallic and inorganic chemical space. In future releases, we will
address the existing shortcomings, particularly with regard to ranking and handling
of aromaticity. Molassembler is open-source under the BSD 3-clause license and
available in the SCINE project [50 ].
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Cl
Figure 13: Left: The heavy-atom skeleton of a molecule with two types of haptic lig-
ands: The bridged cyclopentadienyl groups bonded to a titanium atom in the center,
and the triple bonds bonded to the copper atom towards the right. Right: Simplified
Lewis structure of the left compound. Atom coloring: Carbon and titanium in gray,
phosphorus in orange, copper in brown, and chlorine in green.
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A Program architecture and dependencies
Molassembler is a C++ program written in the C++14 language standard. It
has multiple dependencies: The SCINE Utilities [50 ] form the data exchange for-
mats prevalent throughout our software. Linear algebra computations are mediated
by the Eigen [51 ] library. RingDecomposerLib [23 , 52 ] provides graph cycle percep-
tion with a chemical perspective, nauty [53 ] serves graph canonicalization purposes,
JSON for Modern C++ [54 ] offers serialization and deserialization to JavaScript Ob-
ject Notation (JSON), and the Boost libraries [55 ] form the basis of the molecular
graph representation and offer relevant algorithms and data structures.
Optional dependencies offer functionality if available: If one wishes to compile the
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available Python bindings, the C++ library pybind11 [56 ] will be required. Paral-
lelization of core library algorithms will be available if OpenMP [57 ] is supported
by the available compiler and linker. Molassembler will accept SMILES [58 ] and
InChI [59 ] input if OpenBabel’s [60 ] chemical file format conversion utility is found
at runtime.
Configuration of optional components, compiler-agnostic building and installation
are supported cross-platform by modern CMake scripts.
Molassembler draws from two sub-libraries, each serving singular purposes. One
is responsible for defining the local shapes and calculating properties and transition
mappings between them. The other is responsible for the symbolic permutation re-
quired in stereopermutation. Further sub-libraries model cyclic polygons, implement
the simplified GOR1 shortest path algorithm for Boost Graph Library data struc-
tures, and provide data structures and algorithms for compile-time computation.
The main body of Molassembler itself is split into the application programming
interface and the private implementations thereof. Overall, Molassembler con-
sists of roughly sixty thousand lines of code and twenty thousand lines of comments
and documentation. With the open-source release we provide an installation and
user’s manual as well as separate technical documentations for the C++ program
and the Python module.
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